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Abstract. The article is devoted to the problem of recognition of motor imagery 

based on electroencephalogram (EEG) signals, which is associated with many 

difficulties, such as the physical and mental state of a person, measurement ac-

curacy, etc. Artificial neural networks are a good tool in solving this class of 

problems. Electroencephalograms are time signals, Gramian Angular Fields 

(GAF), Markov Transition Field (MTF) and Hilbert space-filling curves trans-

formations are used to represent time series as images. The paper shows the pos-

sibility of using GAF, MTF and Hilbert space-filling curves EEG signal trans-

forms for recognizing motor patterns, which is further applicable, for example, 

in building a brain-computer interface. 
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1 Introduction 

Electroencephalography is one of the most popular non-invasive methods for studying 

brain activity today. Electroencephalogram (EEG) signals show the total electrical ac-

tivity of neurons in the cerebral cortex. You can get a lot of useful information about 

the human condition by studying these data. 

The study of EEG is associated with many difficulties, such as the dependence of 

signals on age, time of day, the presence of noise, interference, and weak structuring. 

Classical mathematical methods based on time-frequency, wave or component anal-

ysis can be used for EEG studies. However, often the use of these methods does not 

give stable results of human states recognition, and their application becomes extremely 

complicated due to the complexity of the algorithms [1]. Brain signals are very com-

plex. Classical mathematical techniques (Fourier transform, wavelet analysis, etc.) are 

based on extracting the useful signal from the whole data array and algorithmic work 

with it. For signals recorded in difficult conditions of psychophysiological experiments, 
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it is often difficult to isolate the useful signal, and the technique may stop working with 

the slightest change in state. 

The use of artificial neural network (ANN) in applied areas, such as the brain-com-

puter interface, is a perspective direction today [2–6]. The ability of the ANN to adap-

tive learning, resistance to signal distortion and a good generalizing effect makes them 

an excellent tool for classification [7–9]. 

There are several approaches to the classification of time series using ANN [10]. A 

key factor in the success of human activities recognition using EEG is the effective use 

of data obtained from measurement sensors. In this paper, the method proposed in [11] 

is used. In this method, the time series is converted into images, after which the convo-

lutional neural network is used to analyze them. 

This work is devoted to the creation of systems for the recognition of motor imagery 

(movement of the right and left hands) based on EEG signals. The processes associated 

with motor imagery are extremely complex, changes in the time-frequency structure of 

electroencephalograms are not systematic and vary for each person. The change in the 

EEG signal can be used to recognize motor patterns. 

2 Time Series Recognition 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a special architecture of artificial neural net-

works aimed at effective pattern recognition. This type of network uses some features 

of the visual cortex and responds to straight lines at different angles and their combina-

tions. Thus, the idea of convolutional neural networks is the alternation of convolutional 

layers and pooling layers. The network structure is unidirectional (without feedback), 

essentially multi-layered. Convolutional neural networks are an effective tool in pattern 

recognition tasks. It is widely used in video and image processing tasks, natural lan-

guage processing systems [12]. The use of such networks helps to reduce the number 

of parameters of the model being taught, to reduce hardware costs in the process of 

learning and working. However, such a network does not work directly with time series. 

In [11], a method was proposed for using convolutional neural networks to classify 

time series. In this method, the time series is converted into images in three ways, af-

ter which the usual convolutional neural network is used to image. 

2.1 GAF transform 

To classify EEG signals using convolutional neural networks, the GAF (Gramian An-

gular Field) method was used [13, 14].  In this method, the time series is converted into 

a polar coordinate system. Based on the data obtained, a matrix G is constructed. Each 

element of the matrix is equal to the cosine of the sum of the angles. The resulting 

matrix is converted into an image, which is fed to the input of the convolutional neural 

network.  

Preservation of time dependence is provided with this conversion. The main diago-

nal is a special case with k = 0, containing the original values and angular information. 
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The GAF matrix is a matrix built on the series as follows: 

1. First, the series is normalized to the segment [−1, 1], (1): 
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2. Next, the resulting values are translated to the polar coordinate system: 
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3. The GAF matrix is calculated by the following expression: 
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The final matrix saves all the information about the series, except for the initial 

bounds of the values that we lose in step (1) after the normalization procedure - that is, 

we can restore the original series using the obtained matrix but only scaled to the seg-

ment [−1, 1]. 

Images for further use are formed on the basis of the obtained matrices. Since the 

color channel in this case does not carry useful information, binary images are used in 

the work, which made it possible to reduce the number of image channels by 3 times in 

comparison with the RGB version. Binary GAF image is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. GAF image example 
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2.2 MTF transform 

Another method of converting the original time series into images is the MTF (Markov 

Transition Field) method. Unlike GAF, the original bounds of the series and the distri-

bution of the values of the series that are lost when applying convolutions and pooling 

to GAF are stored in the MTF matrix. The idea of this method is to consistently repre-

sent the probabilities of Markov transitions to store information in the time dimension. 

The first step is the quantization of time series to build a first-order Markov matrix. The 

Markov matrix, which includes Markov dynamics, rejects the conditional connection 

between the distribution of X and the time dependence on the time steps ti. MTF ex-

tends the Markov matrix to equalize each probability in a temporal order.   

The data conversion order: 

1. The whole set of observation values is divided into m quantile bins — segments with 

the same probability that the observation value falls into each of them. This can be 

done simply with the help of a training sample – to combine all the values of a vari-

able into one set, sort it, and then arrange m - 1 boundaries in it so that there is 

approximately the same number of values between two adjacent boundaries. The 

space between two adjacent borders will be a quantile bin. 

2. Let ɷij be the number of pairs of neighboring observations in the time series, which 

we are considering - such that the left observation lies in the bin i and the right ob-

servation in the bin j. iĵ
 is a normalized ɷij such that 

j

i
ij

= ,1̂
. Then the MTF 

matrix for a time series is a matrix of transition probabilities between bins: 
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Example of MTF image generated from EEG data is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. MTF image example 
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2.3 Hilbert space-filling curves 

A Hilbert curve is a continuous fractal space-filling curve. If such a curve is spread 

along a straight line, points located close to each other in a two-dimensional represen-

tation will also tend to be close to each other in a linear sequence. Good clustering 

properties are one of the main advantages of Hilbert curves for use in computer science. 

[15]. 

Hilbert curves have found application in many fields of science, technology and 

medicine. They are used to index and improve database performance [16, 17], video 

and image processing [18], visualization of genetic data [19, 20]. 

The first-order Hilbert curve (H1) has the shape of an inverted letter “U”, located 

on three sides of the square (fig.3). Higher-order curves are obtained by replacing the 

upper vertices with the curves of the previous order, the lower left vertex — a curve 

rotated 90 degrees clockwise, and the lower right vertex — a curve rotated 90 degrees 

counterclockwise. The second-order Hilbert curve (H2) is shown in Fig. 3 and consists 

of first-order curves. Curves H1 are connected by three-line segments called bundles. 

The third-order curve H3 (Fig. 3) consists of four H2 curves and three bundles. A curve 

of each order begins in the lower left corner and ends in the lower right corner. The 

zero-order Hilbert curve is a point. Thus, the n-order Hilbert curve Hn covers 4n points 

and is located on a surface of size 2n ×2n. 

There are several effective algorithms for obtaining the coordinates of a point on a 

curve, such as the Butz algorithm [21], algorithm 781 [22]. 

 

Fig. 3. Hilbert curves of the first, second and third orders. 

The time series f(t), consisting of p points, can be represented on a two-dimensional 

plane in the form of a Hilbert curve by linking the index i of each point in the time 

series with the corresponding coordinate (x, y) on the curve. In this case, the point value 

in the coordinate (x, y) will have the corresponding value from the time series.  

An example of EEG data obtained from one measuring channel and their presentation 

in the form of a Hilbert curve are shown in Fig. 4. The maximum value of the amplitude 

of the electroencephalogram in the time dependence can be easily compared with the 

corresponding region on the Hilbert curve. 
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Fig. 4. Representation of the time series in the form of a Hilbert curve 

3 Deep convolutional neural network architecture 

The architecture of the deep convolutional neural network (CNN) adapted for the clas-

sification of the EEG signal according to the number of measuring electrodes was de-

veloped in this paper. Input images are fed to the network input in the form of a 64 

channel image, where each channel is a transformed electroencephalogram signal. The 

main layers of the deep CNN are three convolutional and three fully connected layers. 

Network parameters were determined experimentally. 

4 Dataset 

The data presented in [23] were selected for the study. Each subject was in a chair with 

armrests and watched the image on the monitor. At the beginning of each test, a black 

screen with a fixing cross was displayed on the monitor for two seconds, and then the 

subject had to imagine a hand movement depending on the instructions on the monitor 

for next three seconds. Then followed a short break for a few seconds, after which the 

action was repeated. 

The data set is EEG signals recorded using the BCI 2000 system [24] and using 64 

electrodes at a sampling frequency of 512 Hz. Frequency filters for data conversion 

were not used. 

The order of the experiment and the transformation of the original data into GAF 

images are shown in Fig.5. Data from the first subject were used for the training of 

neural networks. 
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Fig. 5. The order of the experiment 

5 Model structure 

The signals received from 64 electrodes in the electroencephalograms under study are 

presented, so we have the corresponding number of images as input parameters of the 

model. The images are converted by analogy with the RGB image into the input vector, 

however, if in the case of the RGB image 3 channels are used, one for each color, in 

this case a 64 channel image containing the converted EEG signal is input. The block 

diagram of the final model is presented in Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 6. Model structure 

6 Recognition of motor imagery  

For the recognition of motor imagery were used data of the first test subject [23]. At 

the input of the neural network were fed the image size of 128 by 128 pixels. The 

recognition accuracy for the GAF method was about 97%, for the MTF method – 93%, 

for the Hilbert space-filling curves method - 98%, recognition accuracy from the data 

source [23] is equal to 80%. The full EEG signal (in the case of the GAF transformation, 

normalized in the [-1;1] range) was used to generate images, without removing any 

artifacts, as well as highlighting characteristic rhythms and patterns. This approach 
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avoids the need to filter the EEG signal for further investigation, which may result in 

the loss of useful information.  

7 Conclusion  

The article showed the possibility of using the GAF, MTF and Hilbert space-filling 

curve transformations methods for the detection of motor imagery in EEG signals. It is 

shown that without the use of additional filtering of the initial data (selection of brain 

rhythms) it is possible to achieve high results. The accuracy of recognition of motor 

imagery of the movement of the right and left hand, as well as the state of rest for the 

studied EEG signals was 97% (GAF), 93% (MTF), 98% (Hilbert space-filling curves). 

General results indicate that these methods provide higher accuracy than the methods 

described in the data source. The Hilbert space-filling curves method showed better 

results in the recognition of motor imagery and allows you to restore the original signal, 

after processing, for further study. The discussed methods of electroencephalogram 

classification can later be used to build a brain-computer interface. 
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